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Weekly Dose 
BLANK LINE CHEAT SHEET 

 
The content that is underlined can be tricky. 
 
BOXED MATERIAL  

 Blank lines before the top box line and after the bottom box line 
in most situations  

 Blank line between separate boxes that follow each other  

 Blank line between adjoining vertical boxes  

 Blank line after a page change indicator and before the top box 
line  

 Blank line between heading and box when heading is unrelated to 
the boxed material  

Exceptions  

 No blank line between a heading and top box line 
          Example: 
 777777777777777777777777777777777777777 

       ,c5t] ,H1d+ 
  

 No blank line between bottom box line and source  
          Example:  
        

 Ggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg 
     ,S\RCE3 Notice how Source starts is cell 5. 
      
 

 No blank line after a top box or before a bottom box line  

 No blank line before or after interior box lines 
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CELL-5 HEADINGS  

 Blank line before but not after a cell-5 heading  
Exceptions  

 Blank line after if followed by columned material  

 No blank line between a top box line and heading on next line  

 No blank line between cell-5 and related cell-7 heading  
 
CELL-7 HEADINGS 

 Blank line before but not after a cell-7 heading  

 No blank line between cell-7 headings and lists  
Exceptions  

 Blank line after if followed by columned material  

 No blank line between a top box line and heading on next line  

 No blank line before cell-7 heading that follows a cell-5 heading  
 
CENTERED HEADING 

 Blank line before and after a centered heading  
Exceptions  

 No blank line between related centered headings  

 No blank line after centered heading in the table of contents  

 No blank line following a related centered heading following a box 
line  

 
COLUMNS AND TABLES 

 Blank line after column/table before beginning regular text  

 Follow print for blank lines within the column or table  

 Blank line between sections of a table  

 Blank line separates a cell-5 heading from columned material  

 Blank line separates a cell-7 heading from columned material 
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DIRECTIONS  

 Blank line before but not after instructions unless required by 
other formats 
  

DISPLAYED MATERIAL 

 Blank line before and after displayed material  
Exception  

 No blank line between individual elements of displayed material  
 

DOUBLE-SPACED MATERIAL  

 Two blank lines where there is normally one blank line  

 Blank line before and after a page change indicator  
Note: The title page would be single-spaced, however. 
 
Exceptions  

 No blank lines after a top box line  

 No blank lines before a bottom box line  

 No blank lines between a column heading and a separation line 

EXERCISES 

 Blank line before and after each complete exercise  

 Blank line before and after displayed material in an exercise  

 Blank line before and after exercise examples  

 Blank line between page change indicator and directions/exercise 
material  

 Blank line between directions and matching columns 

LISTS 

 Blank line before and after a list  
Exceptions  

 No blank line between a list and a cell-5 or cell-7 heading  

 No blank line between a top box line and following list 
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PAGE CHANGE INDICATOR  

 Blank line after list, before page change indicator  

 Blank line follows or precedes displayed material and the page 
change indicator  

 Blank line after page change indicator and before exercises  

 Blank line after page change indicator and before headings  

 Blank line before the page change indicator when the text after 
the indicator begins in the same cell as note runovers  

 Blank line between page change indicator and top box line 

TABLES 

 Blank line before and after a table  

 Blank line when print uses blank line to indicate groupings or set 
off column totals  

 Blank line between each row of listed table  

 Blank line following transcriber’s note in wide table  

 Blank line between transcriber’s note and key heading  

 Blank line between end of key and table title  

 Blank line between transcriber’s note and listing of column 

headings for stairstep table 

WORD LISTS  

 Blank line before and after word lists 

 

Source: Appendix C Blank Lines 


